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Unicorn Of Many Hats Phoebe And Her Unicorn
Series Book 7

An extra-special, extra-sparkly box set of Phoebe and Her Unicorn friendship,
adventure, and fun! This shimmering box set of Phoebe and Her Unicorn fun contains
four sparkling books: Unicorn Crossing, The Magic Storm, Unicorn of Many Hats, and
Unicorn Theater.
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Fashion AND fairies? An unbeatable combination!The Fashion Fairies use their
magic accessories to make sure that fashion everywhere is fun and fresh. But
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when jealous Jack Frost steals their magic away, it could lead to a fashion flop!
Luckily, Rachel and Kirsty are ready to dive into another fairy adventure. . . .
Claudia the Accessories Fairy's magical necklace has been taken by goblins!
Without it, scarves tear, gloves get lost, and necklaces break. What's a fairy to
do?
Biographical reference providing information on individuals active in the theatre, film, and
television industries. Covers not only performers, directors, writers, and producers, but also
behind-the-scenes specialists such as designers, managers, choreographers, technicians,
composers, executives, dancers, and critics from the United States and Great Britain.
English and Traditional Chinese edition of the New York Times bestseller Dork diaries 4: Tales
from a Not-So-Graceful Ice Princess (hardcover) In Chinese/English. Annotation copyright Tsai
Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.

Unicorn of Many Hats (Phoebe and Her Unicorn Series Book 7)Phoebe and Her
Unicorn
Book seven in the Phoebe and Her Unicorn series! NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR! Marigold Heavenly Nostrils is no ordinary unicorn. She has Wi-Fi-enabled
appendages. She’s the most enchanted babysitter of all time. She’s published
numerous scholarly articles on the “shimmering” versus “glimmering” debate. She is,
in short, a unicorn of many hats. Phoebe and her exceptional hooved pal are back in
this all-new collection of comics! Laugh alongside the lovable duo as they question the
idea of “coolness,” gain a deeper appreciation for the power of friendship, and put off
summer reading assignments for as long as physically possible.
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"Another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure."
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